Introducing The 1998 Free Holiday Cherub
From Nora Corbett For Mirabilia

It's a holiday design from Nora Corbett that's fun to stitch, fun
to give, fun to get and enjoy all year long. Best of all, this
quick-to-stitch design is your free, along with the warmest
holiday greetings, from all of us at Mirabilia Designs.
Happy 1999

Happy Holidays from everyone at Mirabilia Designs!

"1998 Holiday Cherub"
by Nora Corbett

Stitched on 32 count Span Silver linen from Wichelt Imports. 
Alternate fabric Zweigart 32 count Belfast* Platinum linen.
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used.
Design area is 6 x 6 with a stitch count of 90 x 91.

Blends are one strand each.

Stitching Instructions
Using a straight broad stitch, connect similar numbered symbols with 1
strand 5282 to create the five harp strings.

Backstitch with one strand.
Outer border with 844
Upturned corners of eyes with 433
Face, arms and body with 859
Harp with 858
Cherub wing with 310
Lips and eyebrows with 433

Backstitch with two strands:
Lowest edge of eyelashes with 310
Curls in hair with 3829
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See this design stitched in full-color on our
Internet Web Page: www.mirabilia.com
Mirabilia Designs * P.O. Box 10283 
Columbus, Ohio 43211 
(614) 253-6634 * fax (614) 253-5657
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